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Pinball space shuttle

eBaySpace Shuttle Pinball The whole system was buttoned up and the resulting sound is amazing. There is a satisfying buzz when the shuttle launches (when the ball is shot) and all the music and sound effects are fuller and deeper. Since the amplified acute system consumes only 2 W quiet (measured with my Kill-A-What meter), I leave it turned on all the time. Make a spare
display on the driver's board. I bought a spare display driver on ebay. These boards contain a UDN7180 chip that is no longer made and can be very expensive (up to $25 each). The part number on the board I got is 5760-09461-00, while the one inside my system is the 9 machine 5760-09461-02 (for the image -00 board go here; top image). With this Google search, I learned that
the -00 board is used in the system of 7 machines, and I became unsure if I could use it or not. I downloaded a copy of Black Knight to study the circuitry and noticed that the connector input power has a small difference. On the board -00, -100V comes on two pins on the J6, while the -02 boards use only one pin. I looked at the wiring in my back box and was relieved to
understand that it would support any board. Perform safe to mate on a spare board. Demined connctors are usually connected to an existing display board. Notice the small orange wire loop on the connector that connects to the board. It loops -100V to two pins, allowing -00 and -02 type boards to be used. I decided to be careful in checking the new board as it comes untested.
First, I turned off the existing display driver board and confirmed that there were no shorts on the input connector on the new board. I then only plugged in the power connector, and checked the voltages on the new board were good. I then checked that none of the CPU connectors on board had any voltage on them. This was to prevent damage to my CPU board if for some
reason the 100V was connected to the processor control lines. I then powered down and plugged a spare 4digit display and processor connectors for the new driver board. And power games are backup power. The result was.... Success. I'm lucky and the new board is working 100%. All 32 digits on all five displays work fine. The result is a spare display board with a spare 7-digit
display. The spare 4-digit display that I used can also be seen. I repaired this 7-digit display as described below. Repairing plasma displays from Ebay, I bought six plasma displays that were untested. They included two hard-to-find four-digit units, and four 7-digit units. One of the last blocks had a non-functional 10,000 digits and I decided to try the repair. The links to this figure are
detailed below. A dense shot of connections numbers that doesn't work. They are the ones that lead to the orange wires that emphasize the figure seen in the parts of the image. As you can see, there are two pins that connect to the anode connection of this figure (third and fifth right pin in the image above). These pins are splintered on the circuit, and I desoldered the pin at one
junction and measured open from one pin to another. It seemed to me that the open connection was most likely in the interface between the metal pin and the orange trace. Using some nickel print (conductive paints used to repair circuit boards), I put a few small drops on the edge between two glass plates right at the point where the pin enters the glass (red ovals in the image
above). After it dried, I found that my repair was successful. The refurbished display can be seen in the image above. Of the six displays in this batch, only three work. However, I will continue to work on three that are not in my spare time. Article about using 7-digit alphabetical displays instead of numbers. The fusion of AC power. Clay recommends adding fuses to the lamp matrix
and salty-like power bridges. This prevents a potential fire if the bridge or filter capacitor shorts. I bought a set of guard holders from Radio Shack, and installed it on the side of the back of the box. Additional fuse holders are on the right panel. The wires that were previously connected to the bridges are red and blue wires on the right. See Clay's version. The location of the added
fuses on the diagram (red circles). They prevent serious damage if the bridges or main filter capacitor is missing. Clay recommends using 8 Amp Slo-Blo fuses, but all I had was 6 Amp Slo-Blo units. The machine powered and played just fine. Repairing the numerical display problem One day, the kids notified me that the numerical score displays on the backglass were all dark.
After some surveillance, I found that the culprit was in -100V power on a high voltage power board (part number 5765-09466-01). Excerpt from the high voltage supply scheme. There was a zero volt drop through NoR3, showing that the R4 was open. Close-up of a high-voltage board with test clips mounted on R4. Notice the brown/grey on the left end. This resistor is tested open
after removal from the chain. This resistor (R4) is a resistor of 1 watt 39kOhm. By design it dissipates about 0.35Watts. Over the years, the heating should have opened it. Having introduced the problem, I also decided to replace R1, which is a corresponding resistor on the 100V side. It will only be a matter of time before one would also open. If I replaced the R1 with its original
value, it would slightly increase the high voltage. So, in order to reduce the load on R1/R4 further and not increase the high voltage very much, I changed them from a single 39k resistor to four series of 1/2 watts of 13k resistors. This reduces the overall 0.25 W. In the future, I intend to lower the high voltage by replacing the entire high-voltage section, replacing the regulatory
zener, or using a series of reduced resistor board. This will cause plasma plasma Longer. This seems to be a common problem with these units. Replacing the shuttle toy When I got the car, the shuttle toy turned yellow in areas that were not covered with stickers. In addition, the mounting screws in the wing flaps were tapped by some glue in a crude attempt to repair damage
from the ball. Even a casual observer who didn't know very much about pinball machines noticed this kludgy repair one day and I decided to consider the matter. The original shuttle toy at the top of the playing field. Notice the yellow color and gooped until the damage in the flap wing. I got a replacement shuttle toy from Greg Deakin along with my purchase of backglass, and
although it too had damage on the wing flaps (should be a common problem), the color did not disappear. I decided to go ahead and change toys. The block's replacement holes have been damaged and have been magnified due to too many ball kicks from balls that come up the middle ramp. Instead of using the washers to keep the toy down, I made the lids with the same size
as the entire flap of the wing that were cut out of white shiny plastic. I think this large surface will prevent future damage to the toy shuttle. I removed the stickers from the old (yellow) toy and scanned them to reproduce the flap wing stickers. Replaced shuttle toy. Note that the wing flaps were covered with white plastic and then the reproduction stickers were glued to them. Also
note, the right wing screw was painted white. The port wing screw is located in a black area, and left unpainted. Raw scanned sticker on the left, and peeled on the right. Oh, the wonders of Photoshop. Here's another approach to this central function of the machine. This shuttle is made of translucent plastic and illuminated from below using white LEDs. It has engines that flicker
red just like works of art at backglass. See here how this custom shuttle toy was made. Grounding the CPU board When I got the machine, I noticed a few quirks involving fashion music. This is the sound that the machine makes when it is in engaging mode (before the game). It consists of tones, buzzes and other sounds that are perfectly snubed with light shows on the playing
field. The kids and I found it quite action-packed. However, the strange thing is that these sounds were not controlled by volume control on the left side of the closet, and I also noticed that from time to time (during the game) it would change into a loud annoying buzz. A close-up of one of the screws holding the CPU board. One day while working on the machine, I noticed that the
CPU board had only two of its possible eight 8-32 screws that hold the board down. Also, the two that were used were not rigid. After twisting the screws and completing the set, the music mode of attraction has quieted down. I don't understand why first and after hours of checking what's better is better the sounds of the attraction mode have been eliminated. In addition, in
general, the machine plays quieter now without constant music in a distant background. It looks like the music we've heard all along was due to bad grounding. On a pin show Josh Kaplan (aka pingeek) visited me in July 2006 and shot a DVD of my Space Shuttle machine and a tester processor. On his subsequent show, The Pinball Fantasies Show, he sold many copies of the
film Save the Shuttle. The DVD shows the results of my recovery of the playing field, and the board 9 system is tested in the tester's processor. Josh is selling his DVDs on the Pinball Fantasy Show. Notice my picture on the monitor next to it. Page 2 of the shuttle pinball machine
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